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Addressed in behalf of the M. M. Society before the Citizens of Phila. Jan 8th 1842.

Your Honors, Mr. President, this meeting had been convened relative to the Establishment & Support of the Schools & the extinction of the gambling & other illicit practice of the gambling art in the distant Empire of China! Had such a meeting been permitted to the citizens of Phila. a few years ago, the proposition had been regarded as a measure preposterous & in that extreme, & a measure more ridiculous to the heart than the judgment of the man that had brought forward the measure. But no, sir, this gentleman present you, this evening, no California Scheme, but a measure, it might justly have been urged that it was the mind of the time of experiment. Thousands & tens of thousands are the ambitious that the undertaking is not feasible & if not feasible, that it is both false, practicable & important, it will be my (chief) task, to plead before your unanimous judgment, I shall endeavor to do with all the candor

in my power, as they are gen-

themselves to follow me who with the force
Before there will be for better able to do justice to the cause of the hundreds of millions of the present and future generations to which is now presented before you.

Conclusion.

With a single thought more I will trust upon your patience no longer. It is this, when I think of the splendid arrangement, the purely sound bond for this great object in the East of the Western world, London, with a population of 5,782,000, they are habitually accommodated, for between eight to nine thousand persons at a time, exclusive large of the large Greenwich Hospital for old able seamen, exclusive also of the extensive almshouses, a quarter mile of that Metropolis. The endowment of these hospitals, amounting to more than 2,000,000 dollars per annum. Paris had thirteen hospitals at all 5,337 beds for the poor, few if any but harm, independent out of health, minor institutions, the income the Paris hospitals amounts to the annual from 16,000,000 of francs! These facts & others that might be presented of similar character in our own country, show that there is regard for the sick, I when I think of the few mere printing media of this equality. By prudent with London & Paris, & the
cities of America, how I think to an Empire of hundreds of millions, I
the March troop, committed with the above bound, I am ready to add to the united
mankind of the northern nations will not supply it? [Agree, not Boston,
New York, Philadelphia, each furnish for 24,000 an object, $10,000 each.]
Pointed objects in this city are in
the habit of going to worthy objects
$45,000, can not all the city, including
the followers of Penn, lend $10,000.
Pevd B. and all, have money 0.42 and $0.26 after 3 yers.

To form up you rear again, sell when it come in.

As to your religion, I am not sure. At least, it has been to my advantage. Now, I have no more of going to China. I am still in the same "way." It has been easier.

I am sorry that you might settle in the ministry.

Therefore, I want you to know your

people. But do not forget what you may learn.

from good in China. I will try to give you

all my present knowledge & information to

furnish to you. I will try to furnish you with

the best I can. I am sure it cannot

afford to have your settled in the ministry.

Turn. I say 

but to have it. Think of

the trouble of the house that you

drop off. Don't go. I have good, + other.

Turn to. Sweet Farewell. 94.